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TG Manufacturing announces its Craft Steel operation has been
certified as ISO 9001-2008
Grand Rapids, MI –TG Manufacturing today announced its West Michigan-based Craft Steel operation has
been certified by American Systems Registrar of Wyoming, MI as ISO 9001-2008 compliant. The scope of this
registration encompasses the manufacturing of laser cutting, CNC Turning, CNC brake press and metal
fabrication of assemblies, machined products and components.
Craft Steel was acquired by TG Manufacturing, LLC in 2014 and relocated to Byron Center, MI., then expanded
with the integration of C&R Machine Corp., of Sand Lake, MI. C&R Machine was acquired by TG
Manufacturing in August of 2014.
According to TG Manufacturing Corporate Quality Manager Mark Armitage, the certification allows Craft Steel
to confirm its benchmark status as a manufacturing company.
"We achieved this goal due to the tremendous dedication and teamwork of everyone at this operation,"
Armitage said. "Our ongoing commitment to provide our customers assurance of product quality is reflected
through the efforts to receive this ISO 9001-2008 certification."
TG Manufacturing Vice President of Operations Garret Strbik said he is pleased to receive the certification.
“Our commitment to our quality operating systems and world class manufacturing is demonstrated through
the receipt of this certificate,” Strbik said. “We are proud to continue our relationship with the esteemed group
of organizations across the globe that have established ISO 9001-2008 as the preferred quality assurance
standard.”
ISO 9000 is a series of internationally-recognized standards developed by the International Organization of
Standardization which define requirements for the implementation of quality systems in operational
procedures. The standards apply uniformly to companies in any industry and of any size. ISO 9001-2008
applies to industries involved in the design and development, manufacturing, installation, and servicing of
products.

- Page 2 About TG Manufacturing:
TG Manufacturing is a diverse, United States and Latin America based group of manufacturing companies.
The organization services customers in a multitude of industrial sectors including aerospace, automotive,
material handling, HVAC, furniture, appliances, energy and construction, among others. It has a focus on
utilizing modern technology, advanced manufacturing design and a skilled group of associates to produce
world class products and manufacturing services. TG Manufacturing companies include Dorr Industries,
AIM Industries, Dorr Industries Outdoor Products, Craft Steel, Tupelo Tool & Die and TG Manufacturing
De Mexico. To learn more, visit: www.TG-Manufacturing.com.
For the third year in a row, TG Manufacturing has been ranked on the Inc. magazine’s annual Inc.
500|5000, an exclusive ranking of the nation's fastest-growing private companies. The Inc. 500|5000 list
represents the most comprehensive look at the most important segment of the economy—America’s
independent entrepreneurs.
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